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Introduction

Electronic document exchange and digital signatures are often considered as systems both hard to understand and
difficult to use for the end user. This fear is often caused by the lack of information: it is hard indeed to accept
and use new things if their work principles are not known.

Actually, digital signatures and electronic documents are nothing to be afraid of. Those systems have been
developed and optimized for end-user needs for a long time. If you understand just some basic concepts, you'll
also understand how the whole system works.

How digital signatures work

Every modern tool is most easily understood when its usage is seen and practiced in the real world. "Under the
Hood" explains a common digital document exchange system, its components and processes. This document is
targeted at end user, who doesn't need to know mathematical principles of digital signatures, but who still wants
to understand general principles and the role of different components.

We are going to look at the system that has three end users – Adam, Bob and Charlie. They are all ordinary
computer users who haven't used digital signatures before, but who know miscellaneous possibilities offered by
modern information and communication technology; for instance, they know how to use Internet and office
software. A, B and C each have a computer connected to the Internet and wish to exchange secure, digitally
signed electronic documents.

The system also includes miscellaneous technical components, such as various servers and software, all of which
we are going to see in the following chapters.
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Preparing for a certificate and generating the keys

Private and public key

In the digital signing system, two important components are associated with each person – private key and public
key. Private key1 is owned and used only by the person himself for electronic signing. Other people cannot
under any circumstances have access to that key, otherwise they'll be able to sign documents under keyowner's
name.

Public key is accessible for everyone, and everybody else needs it to verify the signatures given with respective
private key. Adam, Bob and Charlie let the programs in their computers verify the signatures. Those programs
need the respective public keys, which usually are stored in signed document itself together with actual
document contents.

Private and public keys are connected in a way that lets you decrypt and read documents encrypted with private
key only by using the matching public key, and contrary – information obfuscated with public key can only be
read by using the respective private key. Digital signature systems are all based on such private and public key
principles.

Certificate Authority, certificate

A certificate is individual's public key, whose belonging to the certificate owner is confirmed by a Certificate
Authority. Certificate Authority (CA) is an institution that certifies public keys and creates certificates based on
them. Those certificates are kept in a central database, so that the other people can verify digital signatures by
using the public key stored in the certificate. CA as the certificate's publisher guarantees that certificate is issued
to right person – which means that CA will be responsible if a certificate is given to a wrong person who signs
documents under another individual's name.

To be more exact, you should know that every CA has its private and public key too. The private key is only
used for signing published certificates. Public key is available for everyone who wants to verify those
certificates.

Selecting a CA, getting a certificate

A certificate is required for giving legally valid digital signatures. Adam, Bob and Charlie each have to get a
certificate in our system. First, Adam realizes that he needs to give digital signatures. This might be in Adam's
own interest, eg. he wants to communicate digitally with various institutions (such as the bank or the IRS) or
exchange digitally signed documents with other institutions, without the need to be present physically or use
ordinary mail. Although many services are already electronically available via the banks, digital signatures and
certificates will eliminate the need for that kind of mediating role. In the close future, an individual can directly
communicate with desired institution. In addition, Adam's employer may require each employee to have a
certificate, in order to start exchanging documents in the digital form only.

To get a certificate that is required for giving digital signatures, Adam has to visit the Certificate Authority where
he proves his identity. Information about CA-s is published, for instance, in a phone book. If Adam has found a
CA he wishes to use, he submits his personal data (such as name, public key, phone number etc) on a paper
application.

1 Note that "private key", "secret key" and "personal key" are synonymous by means of technology (ie. they
mean the same thing), so don't be confused when they are used by turns.
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Note that every certificate is valid only for a certain time. While the certificate is valid, you can give legally valid
digital signatures. Rule of thumb – the more important the certificate is, the shorter the validity time. For
instance, a CEO-s certificate is more important and therefore valid during shorter period, than his secretary's one,
because it is used to sign much more important contracts. Usually, time ranges vary from 1 year to 3 years.
Proper time range depends on many things, such as certificate storage conditions and key usage frequency – the
more often a key is used, the bigger is the risk that it will "leak".

Actually, one individual may have more than one certificate, each allowing him to do various things. Let's take
an example. Adam is an accountant in XYZ company, so he needs a certificate that lets him act as an accountant.
If he wants to communicate with IRS as a normal citizen, he needs second certificate for that. There are no
certain rules about the amount of certificates, though. He can sign his accountant documents as Adam, a normal
citizen, if that XYZ company allows so. Also, Adam may acquire each certificate from different CA-s , if that's
his wish.

Creating the keys

Previously, we spoke about the meaning of private and public keys. Now we take a look at how those keys are
generated. It may take place at the CA (which has proper technology for that) and the certificates are issued to
Adam on proper media (diskette, smartcard) right after certification. Both Adam and CA are mutually interested
in the security of this procedure – Adam wants his key to be protected from leaking and CA wants to stay
trustworthy. Storing keys on a smart card is the most secure method to date; as the keys are generated physically
inside the card, no one is able to expose them.

The XYZ company where Adam works, may require that its employees create personalized smartcards by
themselves, assuming that the company owns necessary technology (each employee's workstation is equipped
with a smartcard reader and necessary software). After creating the keys, each employee prints out their public
key, which is later used by CA to create a certificate for that employee. Large companies may even have their
own CA-s. It is always safer to let an individual create the keys, compared to a situation where the keys are
generated by another party.

Eventually, Adam has both private and public keys and he is ready to get a certificate.
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Getting and revoking a certificate

Creating a certificate

The data that Adam has submitted (especially personal information) is first verified by Certificate Authority,
which then issues a certificate that is based on Adam's public key and aforementioned personal data. This
certificate is added to master certificate database, after CA has signed it to prove validity of the information.
Adam's private key remains in his possession.

Certificate revocation – notifying the certificate owner

Before Adam can leave CA with his newly created certificate, he has to know about certificate revocation
possibilities. This is one of the main differences between ordinary and digital signatures. Ordinary signatures can
usually be given only by an individual with his own hand. Ability to give digital signatures depends on who has
individual's private key. Therefore, all people who have a certificate should be very careful and keep an eye on
their private keys, so that nobody else won't sign documents under their names. However, in certain cases (such
as technological error, individual's negligence, or an attack) the private key may still end up in wrong people's
hands.

There might be simpler reasons for revoking a certificate, though. For instance, certificate owner quits his job,
but his certificate is issued only for giving signatures which are related to that job. Such cases need that either the
individual or authorized party (eg. individual's employer) must be able to revoke the certificate. Now if the
certificate is revoked, all further signatures given using this certificate are void. Signatures given before
certificate revocation maintain their validity.

Stopping and revoking the certificate

When a certificate is stopped, it still exists but its validity is suspended. Signatures cannot be given until
certificate's validity is restored. This function unfortunately complicates the digital signature system and adds
many security risks. Therefore, it is better to revoke old certificate and obtain a new one, where the obtaining
process is made simpler (eg the user already has its personal and public keys that are still usable). There is no
chance that documents signed with old and new certificate will be confused, because each digital signature
contains certificate's unique ID. This ID is used to perform validity check before the digital signature is given
notary confirmation.

Certificate revocation methods

Certificate revocation methods depend on CA. Revocation message can be delivered over the phone, through the
Internet, by the person himself, or using other people's help. Allowed methods are determined by CA. Adam and
CA may likely reach agreement about special password or revocation message. If Adam delivers valid
revocation message to CA, his certificate will be revoked without further questions.

Verifying certificate revocation request

CA verifies certificate revocation request validity before revoking the certificate. If Bob states, "please revoke
Adam's certificate", then his application generally won't be fulfilled – otherwise, everybody would be able to
revoke somebody else's certificate. On the other hand, Bob's statement is legal if Adam has authorized Bob to
revoke the certificate under his name, or if Bob knows that Adam's private key has leaked and Adam himself
cannot revoke the certificate for some reason.
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After CA has verified revocation validity, it forwards the revocation message to notary servers, who mark this
certificate as stopped or revoked in their databases. This ensures that nobody can take notary confirmation to the
signature, which has been given with a private key associated to revoked certificate.

After revocation, Adam may apply for a new certificate.

Conclusion to certificate issuing

Adam keeps in mind that he can revoke his certificate that CA has just issued for him. In the meantime, Bob and
Charlie also visited the CA and each of them now has certificate, revocation possibility and private key. They
can now begin giving digital signatures.

Digital signing

TrueSign

Each of the three users in our system has own computer workplace, where necessary software has to be installed
in order to give digital signatures. There are quite a lot choices; we are going to use Privador TrueSign client and
server software that supports timestamps and notary confirmations.

TrueSign client software is available for download free of charge. Miscellaneous parameters required by the
program must be set, such as the location of notary server and user's private key.

User should be aware that TrueSign client software always works with files. Any file that can be opened or
processed with that computer will do – text file, sound file, web page stored in local hard disk, XML-document,
etc. Before Adam signs desired file, he should make sure that the file is really what he believes it to be.

Digital information may be interpreted in many ways. For instance, Adam signs a document, which could be
understood correctly using program "A", but Bob intentionally uses program "B" that interprets the contents of
that document incorrectly, but usefully for him. To avoid such situations, TrueSign adds interpretation data to the
digital signature.

Freshness token

Before an individual gives a digital signature, he has to update the freshness token. TrueSign system uses
relative, not absolute time. This means that exact signing time is not known, but it is possible to determine
signing moment relating to other events. Freshness token is a timestamp that sets the lower time limit for the
signatures. It is not possible that a document containing freshness token was signed before the freshness token
was created in the server.
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The user gets freshness token from a notary server. Depending on the state of Internet connection, freshness
token may be downloaded immediately before signing, or earlier. The closer document signing and freshness
token update times are, the more exactly earliest moment of signing can be determined. This is important when
document signing times are compared.

Private key location

To sign a document, Adam starts TrueSign client software and opens desired file. Now, Adam has the last
chance to verify this file's contents, to make sure that what he signs is what he wants. Then, Adam clicks signing
button in TrueSign client interface and software opens Adam's private key. This key might have been saved as a
file or stored in a smartcard. The latter is preferred, because it guarantees more secure environment for the
private key and greatly reduces the chances of key leakage. Unfortunately, not all computer workplaces can be
equipped with smartcard readers and so the key can also be stored as a file. Security is crucial issue in this case,
because all key leaking possibilities must be avoided. User might hold the key in some kind of removable media
(eg. floppy disk) in a strongbox, and use the media only for the moment of signing. Also, a computer without an
Internet connection could be used, to avoid infecting the system with trojans or viruses that may change the
signing system and perform illegal operations with user's keys.

Individual's private key, regardless the storage method, is protected with a password. This password is now asked
from Adam. The key and its password can very well be compared to a credit card and its PIN-code, which are
not for giving or showing to another people. Password is necessary for decrypting the key, and without the
password, key cannot be used. However, third parties are able to find the password, assuming there is enough
computing power and lots of time, so it is advisable to use other security methods as well.

Signing

If signing is started, TrueSign software creates a cryptographic message digest using special mathematical hash
function. Message digest has always the same length (usually 128 or 160 bits), regardless of original document
size. Thus, documents of any size can be quickly signed. Actually, the whole signing process speeds up, because
instead of the document (which may be quite large), only its message digest is transported through the network.
Also, message digest signing is significantly faster than signing the whole document.

Software signs this message digest with user's private key, adds necessary technical attributes (eg. information
about used algorithms) and so the document's digital signature is created. Thereupon, software constructs a new
file – signed document file that contains original document, Adam's certificate, and newly created digital
signature.
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This complicated process is hidden for Adam – message digest creation and other procedures take part behind
the curtains. User Adam (or Bob or Charlie) completes this procedure as follows:

1) run signing software
2) open the document you want to sign
3) make sure that you really want to sign this document
4) press signing button
5) open public key file or insert smartcard into the reader
6) enter private key password
7) save the resulting file to a desired location

What if one file has to be signed by more than one people? No problems – everyone can add their signature to
the file and all the signatures can be verified later.

Notarization

About notarization

Electronic document is now signed, but its truth value is indeed not as big as ordinary document's one. If the
certificate that was used for signing is revoked, then it's not possible to verify whether the document was signed
before or after certificate revocation. On the other hand, we don't want to limit digital signature with certificate
validity time – we must be able to verify signatures even after the certificate has been revoked.

Now it's time to introduce notarization – a procedure where signed document with used certificate is sent to
notary, who can confirm that the certificate was valid in the moment of notarization. All notary servers have an
online database of valid certificates and this database is updated by CA-s in real time. Thus, notaries don't have
to make separate connection to CA for each certificate verification, and so the digital signature validity can be
checked even if certificate has been revoked.

Notarization also adds timestamp to signed document, to set the notarization moment related to other
notarizations. This timestamp sets the upper time limit to signing moment, saying that "This moment of
notarization proves existence of digital signature that was created using a private key which corresponded to
valid certificate, and the signature was created before this timestamp was issued."
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The order of two or more document signings is determined by freshness token and a timestamp, which is part of
a notary confirmation. If Adam took newest freshness token before signing and a notary confirmation right after
the signing, then one can say indeed that the signing took place after downloading freshness token and before
getting a notary confirmation – but it's not possible to pinpoint the exact moment in this time range. So if an
individual wants to sign two documents, whose sequence is important (meaning that it's important to know
which document was signed earlier and which one later), then it must be done as follows:

1) update freshness token
2) sign first document
3) get notary confirmation for first document
4) update freshness token
5) sign second document
6) get notary confirmation for second document

Requesting notary confirmation

Let's recall the process of digital signing. A cryptographic message digest was created from original document
and then signed with Adam's private key. After adding other necessary information, the digital signature was
created. Original document and its digital signature were combined to a signed document file.

Adam has now signed the document file for which he will now get notary confirmation. Note that anyone is
allowed to request notary confirmation for this document. However, let's suppose that Adam wants to take notary
confirmation for a document he signed himself. He clicks the corresponding button in TrueSign client interface
and his certificate message digest and his digital signature are sent to notary server that Adam has defined
before.

Notary server verifies certificate's validity against his certificate database, which is updated in realtime based on
information coming from CA-s. If Adam's certificate is valid then notary server adds validity information
(including timestamp) and sends digital signature with notary confirmation back to Adam's client software.
Adam sees a message that his signature has a notary confirmation now and then he can save signed and
confirmed document file.

Charlie wants to confirm his signature too, but with malicious intent. He revokes his certificate before taking
notary confirmation, so that he cannot be held responsible after signing a document. For instance, if this is a
financial document stating Charlie's debts, then signing the document with revoked certificate makes it legally
void and Charlie doesn't have to pay the debt. Because the document cannot be checked without a notary
confirmation, Charlie still has to take that confirmation.

He sends certificate revocation request to CA that is communicating with notary servers in realtime. Now when
Charlie's client software accesses notary server in order to receive a confirmation, it finds that confirming is
impossible because that certificate has been revoked. This is what notary server responds to Charlie. In legal
terms, the document remains unsigned, because only the documents with notary confirmation have legal validity.

It is important to know that initial notary confirmation can be taken only during certificate validity period.
If a document is signed and certificate is revoked immediately without taking notary confirmation, then it's not
possible to confirm the signature afterwards. If an Internet connection is not available at a computer where
signing takes place, then it's possible to take notary confirmation later – the sooner, the better.
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Extending notary confirmation and verification chain

Notary confirmations are reliable way for verifying document signature validity. To check the sequence of
digital signatures, in order to find out which one was signed earlier and which one later, periodically extended
additional information is required by TrueSign technology. Two information sets are used, document's own
notary confirmation and a set of newest timestamps – verification chain – received from notary server. To
verify document's notary confirmation, client software has to compare and combine them in a certain way.

If document's notary confirmation or verification chain is outdated then an extension is required first. This might
be difficult or not possible at all in some situations, for instance, if initial confirmation was given by a notary that
has finished its job and displaced its archive. It is recommended to extend both documents' notary confirmations
and timestamps related to notaries, to make the sequence check easier.

Updating notary confirmation is easy. First, Adam opens one of his signed documents with TrueSign client
software. He also sees the state of existing notary confirmation, which is found comparing notary confirmation
timestamp with newest timestamp. Then he clicks the corresponding button in TrueSign client interface and
receives newest timestamp from notary server. If there is no notary confirmation extension in signed document
file, then it will be added. If there already is one, it is replaced with newer one. So an individual can extend
notary confirmations as often as he wants, without increasing file size.

As you can see, notary confirmation extension is easy if there is single workstation containing a few documents
that are under the control of a certain individual (Adam). If the documents are stored, for instance, in an
electronic archive that is in common use, then the amount of documents makes it very difficult to keep the whole
database up-to-date by hand. The answer lies in document management systems – if digital signature and
TrueSign support is integrated into them, then many systems will support automatic notary confirmation
extending. In our case, archive management program itself extends all documents' notary confirmations, so that
the user has always a document with newest notary confirmation.

Note that when first notary confirmation is taken, the signer's certificate has to be valid. If notary confirmation is
extended, then this is not required. If first notary confirmation was taken while the certificate was valid, the
extensions can be taken later without any problems.

Verifying digital signatures

There would be no point of signatures if they couldn't be verified. In ordinary world, there is handwrite expertise,
but there is no handwriting in the context of digital signatures and therefore other, specific methods must be
used.

Let's suppose that Adam signs a document as described above and takes notary confirmation. He sends the
signed document file (containing Adam's digital signature, certificate and notary confirmation) to Bob, who
mwants to verify that Adam's signature is correct and legally valid.

Bob starts TrueSign client software and opens the file that Adam sent. Software shows him various information
about that document and signature, such as original filename, signer's name, signing time etc. If Adam or
somebody else took notary confirmation before the document was sent to Bob, then nothing else has to be done
before verification. Otherwise, Bob has to take the notary confirmation, assuming that Adam's certificate is valid.
If that certificate has been revoked meanwhile, then confirmation cannot be taken and the document is not
legally valid.

Bob has now signed document file with notary confirmation, which shows that certificate was valid at the
moment of signing. Certificate is included with signed document file. If there is all required information and
signature verification succeeds, then Bob can be sure that Adam's signature is correct and his document legally
valid.
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To proceed with verification, Bob clicks necessary button in TrueSign client interface. Then another process is
started, invisible to end user, and gives the answer about signature validity or invalidity (in latter case, also the
reason).

As mentioned before, signed document file includes original document, too. As a first step, a cryptographic
message digest is calculated in the same way it was done at signing. Necessary data for calculating the message
digest resides in Adam's signature. After that calculation, software checks whether newly created message digest
corresponds to message digest in Adam's signature. To find the latter, Adam's public key (found from certificate
in signed document file) is used by client software to decrypt Adam's signature. Conforming to public key
cryptography, the result is document's message digest created by Adam's client software at signing

If those two message digests are not equal then original document or signature has been changed after signing.
Digital signature is void in both cases. Verification may also fail due to other reasons, eg. Adam's certificate or
some technical information is missing from the signed document file. All such cases mean only one: document
file has been changed illegally, signature validity cannot be verified and so the document is not correctly signed.

Note that signature verification doesn't need the computer used for verification to have an Internet connection or
make additional requests to any servers.

Let's suppose that the document Adam sent had correct signature and the verification succeeds. However, we
remember that Charlie tried to act in a malicious way during notarization, although he couldn't avoid taking
notary confirmation. Now he wants to trump the software and makes beneficial changes in document's contents.
He then sends that document to Bob, who checks signature validity. As said before, two message digests must be
equal. Since the document has been changed meanwhile, new message digest differs from one in Charlie's
signature and the check fails.

Digital document exchange

Signed document file is the same kind of file as other files on Adam's computer hard disk. They can be opened,
copied, deleted etc. As said in the beginning, Adam, Bob and Charlie are not very experienced in the field of
digital signatures, but they know how to use many possibilities offered by Internet, such as sending e-mail. If
Adam wants to send signed digital document to Bob, he starts his e-mail software, writes a message and adds
that document as an attachment. There are also other ways for file exchange, such as putting signed file to
company intranet or making it available at company webpage (if it's a public document).

Likewise, document reception works as usual. Following the example above, Bob starts his e-mail software and
sees a new message from Adam, including an attachment. Bob can now save that file to his computer's hard disk
and if desired, open TrueSign client software to verify Adam's signature validity.
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In conclusion

Using digital signatures

Significant investments to technology, in order to take digital signatures into usage, are not required assuming
that company's IT-infrastructure is well-developed. Organizational procedures, however, should be reviewed,
because digital signatures require effective procedures, eg. in document flow arrangements. All computers
connected to the Internet can be used for giving and verifying digital signatures, after installing special signature
software that is available free of charge. Every user is given a certificate – perhaps for a certain fee, depending
on specific CA policy.

Evolving systems

It is quite sure that in the nearest future we'll see digital signature systems as an ordinary part of miscellaneous
information systems. We can say that basic concepts (such as private key, public key) remain unchanged,
irrespective of certain software or interface. Using the knowledge that this document contains, one can feel safe
looking to the future, employing the digital signature know-how for the benefit of his company and himself,
considering both the risks and the opportunities of the new technology.


